Specific Initiation of Replication at the Right-End Telomere of the Closed Species of Minute Virus of Mice Replicative-Form DNA
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We have developed an in vitro system that supports the replication of natural DNA templates of the autonomous parvovirus minute virus of mice (MVM). MVM virion DNA, a single-stranded molecule bracketed by short, terminal, self-complementary sequences, is converted into double-stranded replicative-form (RF) DNA when incubated in mouse A9 fibroblast extract. The 3′ end of the newly synthesized complementary strand is ligated to the right-end hairpin of the virion strand, resulting in the formation of a covalently closed RF (cRF) molecule as the major conversion product. cRF DNA is not further replicated in A9 cell extract alone. On addition of purified MVM nonstructural protein NS1 expressed from recombinant baculoviruses or vaccinia viruses, cRF DNA is processed into a right-end (5′ end of the virion strand) extended form (5′eRF). This is indicative of NS1-dependent nicking of the right-end hairpin at a distinct position, followed by unfolding of the hairpin and copying of the terminal sequence. In contrast, no resolution of the left-end hairpin can be detected in the presence of NS1. In the course of the right-end nicking reaction, NS1 gets covalently attached to the right-end telomere of the DNA product, as shown by immunoprecipitation with NS1-specific antibodies. The 5′eRF product is the target for additional rounds of NS1-induced nicking and displacement synthesis at the right end, arguing against the requirement of the hairpin structure for recognition of the DNA substrate by NS1. Further processing of the 5′eRF template in vitro leads to the formation of dimeric RF (dRF) DNA in a left-to-left-end configuration, presumably as a result of copying of the whole molecule by displacement synthesis initiated at the right-end telomere. Formation of dRF DNA is highly stimulated by NS1. The experimental results presented in this report support various assumptions of current models of parvovirus DNA replication and provide new insights into the replication functions of the NS1 protein.

The minute virus of mice (MVM) is a member of the genus Parvovirus of the Paroviridae family (48). The MVM genome is a linear, single-stranded (ss) DNA molecule, 5,149 nucleotides (nt) in length, comprising at each end short, self-complementary sequences that fold into stable hairpin structures (2, 4, 5, 7). Given that the great majority of encapsidated MVM genomes have a negative polarity, the 3′ and 5′ ends of virion DNA correspond to the left and right ends, respectively. Two nonstructural (NS) proteins are encoded by the MVM genome, the major one of which, NS1, has proved to be essential for viral DNA replication (42, 58), promoter activity (22, 23, 26, 41), and cytotoxicity (8, 9, 31, 32, 59).

According to current models (1, 17, 55), parvovirus DNA replication starts with the self-primed synthesis of a complementary strand at the left-end hairpin of virion DNA, leading to the production of a double-stranded (ds) replicative form (RF). The 3′ end of the growing complementary strand is thought to be ligated to the folded-back 5′ end of the virion strand, yielding a covalently closed RF (cRF) species. Subsequent amplification of RF DNA is assumed to involve reopening and copying of the right-end hairpin sequence to generate a right-end (viral 5′ end) extended duplex molecule designated 5′eRF. By folding back into a turnaround structure, the right-end telomere provides a new hairpin primer that can be further elongated through unidirectional strand displacement synthesis. This results in the formation of dimeric RF (dRF) and higher-order concatameric molecules that are subsequently resolved into monomeric RF (mRF) DNA.

Evidence in support of this model has been given by a number of in vivo and in vitro studies. In vitro conversion of ss virion DNA into ds RF DNA was achieved with partially purified eukaryotic DNA polymerases alpha (24) and gamma (29), as well as with the large fragment of Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I (7, 45). Unit length open RF (oRF) and cRF DNAs, as well as concatamers of dimer and tetramer length were detected in parvovirus-infected cells (13, 35, 54). Resolution of left-to-left-end, as well as right-to-right-end, junction fragments of MVM dimeric and tetrameric RF DNAs was reported to occur in vivo and in vitro and was shown to require the nicking activity of the MVM NS1 protein (14, 15, 20, 21, 34). NS1 was found to get covalently linked to the DNA resolution products, in keeping with the observed association of NS1 with the 5′ ends of all newly synthesized viral DNA molecules in MVM-infected cells (18, 25).

The mechanism by which the hairpin termini of MVM RF DNA are replicated is of particular interest. A straightforward process consists of a hairpin transfer reaction involving DNA strand-specific cleavage and displacement synthesis. This type of resolution takes place at both ends of ds DNA intermediates of adeno-associated viruses (AAV, a defective genus of Paroviridae) and is driven by the AAV NS proteins Rep68 and Rep78, as reproduced under in vitro conditions (28, 40, 50, 61). The terminal sequences of parvovirus DNA constitute imper-
fect palindromes comprising asymmetrical elements that should become inverted during hairpin transfer and result in two possible telomeric structures termed flap and flop (43). Whereas alternate structures are indeed found at both ends of AAV DNA and at the right end of MVM DNA, the MVM left-end telomere appears to exist in only one orientation (1, 36). This feature, together with experimental evidence of dRF internal resolution (15, 20, 34), led to the present view that the left-end inverted repeat of MVM DNA is processed when present as a bridge in concatemeric RF DNA but not as a hairpin in monomeric RF DNA (1, 17). In contrast, occurrence of the MVM right-end telomere in both the flip and flop configurations argues for its resolution at the terminal hairpin stage. Should this be the case, cleavage of the turnaround right-end telomere is expected to take place somewhat inboard of the folded-back genomic 5' end to account for the presence of extra nucleotides at the right-end terminus of extended RF versus virion DNA (1). Given its capacity to resolve the right-to-right-end bridge (14, 20), the NS1 protein can also be assumed to drive the processing of the right-end hairpin. However, there is no direct experimental evidence that the right-end hairpin is a target for NS1-specific nicking while the left-end hairpin is not. Another open question concerns the generation of cRF DNA. As mentioned above, it might result from covalent linkage of the folded-back genomic 5' end to the newly synthesized complementary strand at the ss-to-ds DNA conversion step, but alternative processes besides conversion may also be considered for its formation (57, 63).

To tackle these questions, we developed an in vitro DNA replication assay, based on extracts of mouse A9 fibroblasts (an MVM-permissive cell line) and supplemented with recombinant NS1 protein, to study the processing of defined natural MVM DNA substrates (ss and ds). This system allowed us to substantiate under the experimental conditions tested the above-mentioned predictions of the parvovirus DNA replication model, namely, (i) the formation of cRF as a direct major (if not obligatory) product of ss-to-ds DNA conversion, (ii) the capacity of NS1 to induce specific cleavage of the right-end hairpin and formation of an extended duplex right-end telomere, in contrast to the inability of the viral protein to trigger resolution of the left-end hairpin, and (iii) the processing of 5'<RF into dRF DNA in a left-to-left-end configuration. Interestingly, efficient formation of dimer length molecules required the presence of the NS1 protein.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Culture of cells.** Mouse A9 fibroblasts (33) and HeLa cells were grown in suspension culture at 37°C in spinner or roller flasks containing Joklik's modified Eagle's medium (Gibco, Eggenstein, Germany) supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum (PAA, Linz, Austria), 2 mM glutamine, and 100 μg of gentamicin per ml. The cell concentration was determined at regular intervals and adjusted to 10^6/ml to keep the culture in exponential growth.

**Preparation of cell extracts.** Cytoplasmic extracts were prepared essentially as described by Stillman and Gluzman (52). The reactions were carried out in a mixture containing 40 mM Tris-PO4 (pH 7.4), 60 μM dithiothreitol; 100 μM each dATP, dGTP, and dTTP; 5 μCi of [α-32P]dCTP (4 Ci/mmol); 100 μM each CTP, GTP, and UTP; 3 mM ATP; 40 mM phosphocreatine; and 20 μg of creatine phosphokinase per ml. The reaction mixture (50-μl final volume) contained 10 to 15 μl of cytoplasmic A9 cell extract (corresponding to 60 to 100 μg of proteins) and 10 μl of an NS1 preparation (equivalent to about 200 ng of purified protein). The reaction was started by addition of 20 ng of template DNA. After incubation at 37°C for 2.5 h, the reaction was terminated by addition of 1% SDS, and proteins were digested for 1 h at 37°C with 1 mg of proteinase K per ml. Subsequently, unincorporated nucleotides were removed by using the Wizard DNA cleanup kit (Promega, Madison, Wis.).

**Immunoprecipitation of NS1-linked DNA.** Following in vitro replication, samples were adjusted to the buffer conditions required for cleavage with XbaI endonuclease. After digestion with the restriction enzyme at 37°C for 30 min, SDS was added to 1% and noncovalent DNA-protein interactions were disrupted by incubation at 65°C for 30 min. Thereafter, samples were diluted 10 times with 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0)-1% Nonidet P-40, 1 mM EDTA-150 mM NaCl and incubated for 15 h at 4°C (21) with a 1:10-diluted antiserum (16) raised against the 91 N-terminal amino acids of the NS1 protein. After additional incubation of the samples with protein A-Sepharose (Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden) for 1 h at 4°C, NS1-linked DNA was pelleted by low-speed centrifugation, released from bound protein by proteinase K digestion as described above, and analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.

**Analysis of replication products.** Reaction products were analyzed either directly or following restriction digestion in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Electrophoresis was performed in 0.8% neutral (Tris-acetate-EDTA)-agarose gels. Combined one- and two-dimensional electrophoresis was conducted in 1% agarose gels, first under neutral conditions and then, after turning the gel 90°, under alkaline conditions. For analysis under neutral conditions only, a stripe of the gel containing an identical sample was cut off before alkalization. For one-dimensional analysis under alkaline conditions, an additional sample was loaded before the second run.

**RESULTS**

**ss virion DNA is converted into cRF in vitro.** Genomic ss DNA released from virions is the initial substrate of parvovirus DNA replication. The conversion of virion DNA into a ds RF was studied by using mouse A9 fibroblast extract as a source of cellular DNA replication factors. The 3P-labeled products of this reaction were fractionated by combined one- and two-dimensional agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 1A). Under neutral conditions (Fig. 1A, horizontal lane), DNA was detected at the position expected for MVM unit length ds DNA, as determined by analysis of the same sample along with a molecular size marker (Fig. 2A, lane 1). Thus, MVM ss DNA was converted into ds mRF DNA in vitro. Analysis of the same sample under alkaline conditions (Fig. 1A, horizontal lane)
revealed two major bands, presumably representing subforms of mRF DNA. This was confirmed by two-dimensional electrophoresis (central part of the gel), showing that both forms indeed arose from the mRF product. The fact that these species migrated at a position corresponding to about twice the MVM genomic length under denaturing conditions (Fig. 2B, lane 1) argued for their formation through self-primed elongation of the left-end hairpin of MVM virion DNA, resulting in covalently linked parental and complementary strands. It was noted that the apparent molecular size of one mRF species (cRF) varied significantly with the agarose concentration of the alkaline gel, whereas the estimated size of the other (oRF) remained unchanged (data not shown). The former feature is characteristic of ss circular DNA (47), suggesting that the cRF species represented a covalently closed DNA form containing an additional interstrand link due to ligation of the newly synthesized complementary strand to the folded-back genomic 5’ end. Therefore, the mRF subforms were designated cRF and oRF, for closed and open RF, respectively, as substantiated below.

Several additional bands were detected ahead of the complete conversion products under both neutral and alkaline conditions (Fig. 1A). These lower-molecular-weight species were imbedded in a continuous smear that formed a diagonal starting from the cRF species in the two-dimensional gel and may represent intermediates in the filling of the complementary strand. Since this migration pattern was highly reproducible (data not shown), the formation of intermediates may be due to the arrest of DNA synthesis at polymerase pause sites present on the MVM genome.

The structure of the right end of the conversion products was analyzed in more detail. It was determined, in particular, whether extension of the complementary strand stopped when reaching the folded-back genomic 5’ end or whether strand displacement synthesis took place and allowed the hairpin sequence to be copied, giving rise to an extended duplex right-end telomere. This was tested by digesting the conversion products with the PshAI restriction enzyme that cleaves MVM ds DNA at nt 4916, yielding right-end turnaround and extended fragments of 130 and 233 bp, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 1B, the restriction fragment corresponding to the right-end hairpin structure was readily detected by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, while only a very faint band was seen at the position of the extended right-end terminal fragment. It thus appeared that under the in vitro conditions tested, the cellular machinery involved in the conversion process had very little capacity for unfolding and copying of the right-end hairpin. The heavily labeled upper band migrated at the position expected for the left-end terminal fragment resulting from PshAI cleavage of conversion products at nt 670.

It was further investigated whether the complementary strand became ligated to the right-end hairpin in a fraction of converted molecules, as suggested by the migration properties of mRF under alkaline conditions. PshAI-digested products were analyzed by denaturing urea-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. As shown in Fig. 1C, a band was visible at the 260-nt position that was expected for the ligated turnaround right-end terminus, confirming the formation of the cRF species. Unligated right-end hairpin termini would give rise to a 27-nt-long segment extending from the PshAI site to the folded-back genomic 5’ end. Such a fragment was not detected, even after long exposure times. This indicates that, at least in the in vitro assay, meeting of the complementary strand 3’ end with the parental right-end hairpin 5’ end is followed by ligation in most, if not all, RF molecules, making cRF a major, or even obligatory, intermediate of parvovirus DNA replication (Fig. 1D). This result implies that the oRF species detected is likely to consist of randomly nicked cRF molecules rather than of unligated conversion products.

Influence of NS1 on the conversion reaction. Given its requirement for parvovirus DNA replication in vivo (42, 58), the MVM major NS protein NS1 was tested for its effect on the outcome of the conversion reaction in vitro. NS1 was produced in insect and human cells by means of recombinant baculoviruses and vaccinia viruses, respectively, and purified by nickel-nitritriacetic acid-chelate chromatography through a histidine tag fused to the recombinant protein. The products of ss DNA conversion were first analyzed by neutral agarose gel electrophoresis. As illustrated in Fig. 2A, similar amounts of mRF molecules were generated in the presence (lanes 2 and 3)
and absence (lanes 1, 4, and 5) of functional NS1, indicating that the viral protein had no influence on the efficiency of the conversion reaction.

In contrast, NS1-dependent structural changes in the conversion products were detected by alkaline agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 2B). The main species obtained in the absence of NS1 (lane 1) or in the presence of purified wild-type (lanes 2 and 3) or mutant (lanes 4 and 5) NS1 produced from recombinant baculoviruses (bac) or vaccinia viruses (vac). Products were analyzed by neutral (A) or alkaline (B) agarose gel electrophoresis. The sizes and positions of DNA fragments used as molecular size markers are shown on the left.

NS1-dependent nicking and extension of the right-end telomere of MVM DNA. To test whether cRF is indeed opened in the presence of NS1, this intermediate was used as the template in an in vitro replication assay. Figure 3A shows the analysis of the reaction products by neutral agarose gel electrophoresis. In the absence of NS1 (lane 1), little incorporation of radioactive nucleotides into template cRF DNA was visible and most likely due to repair synthesis. Addition of purified wild-type NS1 (lane 2) resulted in both a striking enhancement of the labeling of input DNA and a slight reduction of the electrophoretic mobility of labeled products, suggesting an increase in size. According to the current parvovirus DNA replication model, the turnaround right-end telomere of cRF DNA is resolved into an extended open structure through site-specific nicking, unfolding, and copying of the original hairpin (1, 17). This prompted us to test whether the labeling and size changes brought about in the cRF substrate by NS1 reflect the ability of the viral protein to induce specific cleavage and extension of the turnaround right-end terminus.

To this end, the cRF replication products were digested with PshAI and analyzed by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. As shown in Fig. 3B (lanes 1 and 3), the labeled DNA species formed in the presence of baculovirus- or vaccinia virus-expressed wild-type NS1 gave rise to a PshAI fragment of the size expected for the right-end terminus in the extended configuration. In contrast, the replication-deficient NS1 mutant Y210F failed to generate this fragment (lane 2). Thus, the covalently closed right end of MVM cRF DNA was processed into an extended right-end telomere with a defined length in the presence of functional NS1 protein, pointing to the NS1-induced nicking of the right-end hairpin in a site-specific manner. A faint band was also visible at the position corresponding to the left-end terminal fragment of PshAI-digested RF DNA. The weak labeling of this fragment did not depend on replication-competent NS1 and was most likely due to nonspecific nick translation. The lack of NS1-induced precursor incorporation into the left end of cRF DNA indicated that the turn-around MVM left-end telomere, in contrast to the right-end telomere, did not serve as an origin for NS1-dependent DNA replication. The band migrating slightly behind the left-end
terminal fragment in lane 3 was not observed in other experiments.

Interestingly, the restriction-digested cRF replication products included an additional DNA species that was specifically formed in the presence of functional NS1 and migrated as a doublet around the position expected for the right-end terminal hairpin fragment generated by PshAI digestion (Fig. 3B, lanes 1 and 3). It was very unlikely, however, that either component of this doublet corresponded to the right-end terminal restriction fragment of input cRF DNA, since the nonspecific labeling of this small piece of DNA should be hardly detectable and independent of NS1. We therefore hypothesized that the doublet resulted from NS1-induced nicking of already extended right-end termini, followed by displacement synthesis. This process would lead to the segregation of a copy of the right-end telomere in the form of an ss molecule that would fold back into a hairpin DNA of about 140 bp, migrating at the position of the observed doublet. This hypothesis implied that the doublet may be generated from a right-end extended substrate (5′eRF) in an NS1-dependent but PshAI-independent way. These predictions were verified by supplying the in vitro replication system with a 5′eRF template and analyzing the products by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis without previous restriction enzyme treatment. As illustrated in Fig. 4A, the doublet of right-end hairpin size was indeed produced in the presence of functional NS1 (lane 2), but neither in the absence of NS1 (lane 1) nor in the presence of the NS1 mutants Y210F and K405M (lanes 3 and 4). The concomitant labeling of the extended right-end terminus of full-length RF molecules was also expected, accounting for the wild-type NS1-dependent increase in radioactive high-molecular-weight material retained at the top of the gel (lane 2). These results suggested that not only the turnaround but also the extended right-end telomere was a target for NS1-specific nicking, at least under the in vitro conditions tested. The fact that the displaced right-end telomere was resolved into two distinct bands may reflect structural variations in the hairpin. This was confirmed by the further analysis of individual gel-purified components of the doublet under denaturing conditions (unpublished data).

A scheme summarizing these data is depicted in Fig. 4B. NS1 is shown to induce site-specific cleavage of the right-end (but not the left-end) hairpin of cRF DNA. Subsequent strand displacement synthesis gives rise to the extended 5′eRF intermediate, which can serve as a substrate for an additional round(s) of NS1-driven nicking and extension. The covalent attachment of NS1 to the 5′ end created at the nick is substantiated below.

NS1 becomes covalently attached to the in vitro-extended right-end telomere. The NS1 protein has been reported to be covalently linked to the 5′ ends of viral and complementary strands of replicated parvovirus DNA isolated from infected cells (18) and of in vivo and in vitro resolution products of cloned bridge fragments from multimeric RF intermediates (14, 15, 20, 21). This attachment is thought to be a consequence of the site-specific nicking of parvovirus DNA by NS1. It was therefore of interest to determine whether this viral protein was also bound to the extended right-end telomere that was generated from the cRF right-end hairpin in in vitro replication reactions supplemented with purified NS1. Immuno-precipitation experiments using NS1-specific antibodies were performed to this end.

Replication reactions were carried out with a cRF DNA template in the presence of NS1, and the products were cleaved with XbaI at nt 4342, creating an 807-bp-long right-end extended fragment. Samples were heated at 65°C in the presence of 1% SDS to disrupt noncovalent protein-DNA assoc-
ations and subjected to immunoprecipitation with polyclonal antibodies directed against NS1. As seen in Fig. 5, the NS1-specific antiserum precipitated the right-end XbaI fragment extended in vitro (lane 2), while the left-end fragment (shown above to keep the turnaround configuration) remained in the supernatant (lane 1). Therefore, covalent NS1 attachment took place in the in vitro system and was specific for the resolved right-end telomere. It should be stated that a minor fraction of right-end fragments escaped immunoprecipitation, which may be ascribed to some NS1 degradation in the in vitro assay, although the lack of an absolute requirement for NS1 binding cannot be ruled out under these conditions. It is worth noting too that a fraction of full-length unrestricted RF DNA was also immunoprecipitated with anti-NS1 serum (lane 2), as expected from the presence of right-end resolved molecules in the in vitro-labeled RF population. The specificity of the immune reaction for NS1 was ascertained by incubating samples with an antiserum directed against an NS2 protein portion unrelated to NS1 and showing that the immunoprecipitate was free of both right-end XbaI fragments and full-length RF DNA (lanes 3 and 4). The origin of the additional band given by the supernatant of the anti-NS2-treated sample slightly above the right-end fragment position (lane 3) is unclear. Finally, it should be mentioned that NS1 was also found to become covalently attached to the free right-end hairpin DNA stretches that were segregated as a result of 5′eRF nicking and extension (data not shown).

It was concluded from these experiments that the in vitro assay reproduced a typical feature of in vivo parovirus DNA replication, i.e., the covalent binding of NS1 to extended right-end telomeres. This attachment is associated with the resolution of right-end hairpin termini, confirming the involvement of NS1 rather than a copurified cellular protein in the right-end nicking and extension processes.

5′eRF DNA is processed into dRF molecules in the presence of NS1. To test the capacity of the in vitro system for further replication of 5′eRF DNA, reactions were conducted with an mRF template that was covalently closed at one end. This template was purified by neutral and subsequent alkaline sucrose gradient centrifugations and characterized by restriction analysis, showing that most of the left-end termini were in the closed configuration and most of the right-end termini were in the extended configuration, while the converse structure was found in only a small minority of telomeres (data not shown). As illustrated in Fig. 6A, little incorporation of radioactive nucleotides took place when the 5′eRF template was incubated with A9 cell extract in the absence (lane 2) or presence (lane 3) of NS1 purified from recombinant baculovirus-infected Sf-9 cells (lane 1). (B) In vitro reactions were performed with HeLa cell extract in the presence of vaccinia virus (vac)-expressed wild-type (lane 2) or mutant (lanes 1 and 3) NS1. The positions and sizes of molecular size markers (HindIII restriction fragments of λ DNA) are given on the right.
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**FIG. 6.** In vitro replication of right-end-extended RF DNA. The DNA products generated in vitro from a 5′eRF template were analyzed by electrophoresis through 0.8% neutral agarose gels. (A) Reactions were carried out with A9 cell extract in the absence (lane 2) or presence (lane 3) of NS1 purified from recombinant baculovirus (bac)-infected Sf-9 cells or in the presence of identically processed wild-type (wt) baculovirus-infected Sf-9 cells (lane 1). (B) In vitro reactions were performed with HeLa cell extract in the presence of vaccinia virus (vac)-expressed wild-type (lane 2) or mutant (lanes 1 and 3) NS1. The positions and sizes of molecular size markers (HindIII restriction fragments of λ DNA) are given on the right.

To ascertain that dRF DNA was indeed formed, the products of 5′eRF replication in A9 cell extract supplemented with wild-type NS1 were fractionated by neutral sucrose gradient centrifugation (Fig. 7A). This allowed individual 10-kbp and mRF species to be recovered and further characterized by digestion with the AvaI endonuclease and by neutral agarose gel electrophoresis. The restriction pattern of mRF consisted of the left-end (2-kbp) and right-end (3.1-kbp) fragments (Fig. 7B, lane 2) that were expected from the asymmetric cleavage of MVM DNA at nt 2070 (Fig. 7C). NS1-induced displacement synthesis at the right-end telomere accounted for the much higher level of radioactive precursor incorporation into the right-end fragment, compared with the nonspecifically labeled left-end fragment. Analysis of the higher-molecular-weight species revealed two major products, one of which comigrated with the right-end AvaI fragment of mRF, while the other had about twice the length of the corresponding left-end fragment (Fig. 7B, lane 1). The latter size was expected for the central AvaI fragment of a dimeric intermediate in which the individual subunits are arranged in a left-to-left-end orientation (Fig. 7C). Therefore, these data supported the identity of the 10-kbp species with a dRF molecule generated through replication initiation at the right end of mRF DNA. Since one strand of dRF DNA is a complete copy of the original 5′eRF template, incorporated radiolabeled nucleotides should be equally distributed over the molecule. This is compatible with the stronger signal given by the right-end fragment compared with the left-to-left-end bridge (Fig. 7B, lane 1), despite the smaller size of the former, since these fragments are present in a 2:1 stoichiometry, with two right-end termini flanking each left-to-left-end bridge. It should also be mentioned that two additional minor DNA species were detected after restriction of dRF DNA. One of these comigrated with the left-end mRF fragment, while the other had the length expected for the central AvaI dRF fragment in the right-to-right-end configuration (Fig. 7B, lane 1). Therefore, these species appeared to repre-
sent the restriction products of dRF molecules generated from the minor fraction of the 3′eRF template. These results showed that the in vitro replication assay fulfilled the requirements for dRF formation. As proposed in current parvovirus DNA replication models (1, 17, 55), the extended right-end telomere probably folds back into the so-called “rabbit-eared” structure, providing a hairpin primer for strand displacement synthesis and subsequent copying of the displaced strand (Fig. 7C). It is worth noting that some dRF formation could be detected in the absence of NS1 when the autoradiographs were exposed for very long times (data not shown). A novel finding of this study therefore lies in the capacity of NS1 to strongly stimulate the multimerization reaction.

**DISCUSSION**

This report describes an in vitro system that mimics distinct events in MVM DNA replication. The system makes use of A9 or HeLa cell extract as a source of cellular factors for the replication of natural viral DNA templates (ss virion DNA and ds replicative intermediates isolated from infected cells). This allowed the role of the viral protein NS1 to be studied by providing the assay with purified NS1 expressed from recombinant baculoviruses or vaccinia viruses. Analysis of the processing of defined MVM DNA substrates in this in vitro system revealed a number of interesting features, including (i) the frequent, if not necessary, passing through a covalently closed conversion product (cRF) in which the newly synthesized complementary strand is ligated to the folded-back genomic right-end hairpin; (ii) the capacity of NS1 to drive cleavage and extension of the closed right-end hairpin telomere, contrasting with the inability of the viral protein to resolve the left-end hairpin telomere; and (iii) the strong stimulation of dimer length intermediate formation from mRF in the presence of NS1.

**Formation of a covalently closed conversion product.** Conversion of ss virion DNA into ds RF DNA is thought to result from elongation of the folded-back genomic 3′ end. This is supported by the turnaround structure of the left-end telomere of a fraction of RF molecules extracted from parvovirus-infected cells (54) and the ability of parvovirus virion DNA to provide several DNA polymerases with both a template and a primer for leading-strand synthesis in vitro (7, 24, 29, 45). Our in vitro assay proved able to sustain MVM ss-to-ds DNA conversion in the absence of NS1. The major conversion product was found to be cRF DNA terminating in turnaround structures on both sides. Thus, the cellular extract appears to have little capacity, by itself, to unfold and copy the right-end genomic hairpin which becomes ligated to the growing complementary strand. The cRF species was recently detected in cells infected with the nonautonomous parvoviruses MVM (13) and Aleutian disease virus (35) and was postulated to be an early intermediate in parvovirus DNA replication (17, 56). Our data argue for this possibility by showing that cRF DNA is the direct product of the conversion reaction taking place under in vitro conditions.

**NS1-dependent resolution of the right-end telomere.** While having no detectable effect on the efficiency of the overall conversion reaction in A9 cell extract, the MVM protein NS1 was found to be essential for the further replication of ds DNA intermediates. No specific processing of cRF DNA took place in vitro unless replication-competent NS1 was supplied in trans. When used as a substrate, cRF DNA was cleaved and extended at its right end in an NS1-dependent fashion. Consistently, most of the mRF molecules generated from virion ss DNA in the presence of NS1 were not in the covalently closed configuration, probably due to the NS1-induced resolution of right-end hairpin termini. This may also account for the delayed detection of cRF within the RF pool in MVM-infected cells (57). Furthermore, our data indicate that the NS1-mediated cleavage of the right-end turnaround telomere is site specific, as is apparent from the distinct size of the extended right-end termini generated from open right-end hairpins by strand displacement synthesis. Although it can be inferred from the present work that nicking takes place in the vicinity of
the folded-back genomic 5’ end, the exact structural requirements of this event remain to be defined and are under investigation. Extended right-end termini are also found in RF molecules produced in vivo (57) and are assumed to derive, at least in part, from right-end hairpins (1, 17) through an extension mechanism of the type demonstrated here. Besides giving direct experimental evidence for the resolution of MVM closed right-end telomeres, this in vitro assay shows that the NS1 protein is necessary for the induction of this process and that no other viral factors are required. It is noteworthy that the NS protein Rep68, which is encoded by AAVs and is functionally related to MVM NS1, is likewise responsible for nicking the inverted terminal repeat present at both ends of the AAV DNA (28, 40).

NS1-dependent nicking of the MVM right-end terminus and ensuing displacement synthesis were detected not only with a right-end turnaround (cRF) substrate but also with a right-end extended (5’ cRF) substrate, indicating that the hairpin configuration is not required for recognition, cleavage, and processing of the right-end telomere. This result is consistent with other studies showing that the right-end sequence present in the cloned right-to-right-end bridge of concatemeric RF DNA in a duplex configuration is cleaved and resolved in the presence of NS1 both in vivo (20) and in vitro (14). While meaningful for the resolution of right-to-right-end junctions of multimeric RF intermediates, the processing of extended right-end termini is of questionable significance for the mRF substrate used in our assay. Indeed, displacement synthesis at the nicked right-end terminus of 5’ eRF merely regenerates the original template and leads to the segregation of a copy of the right-end telomere. An integral part of current parvovirus DNA replication models consists of melting of the extended right end of RF DNA, followed by the refolding of individual strands into hairpins to form the so-called rabbit-eared structure (55). The formation of rabbit ears may be more efficient in vivo than under our in vitro conditions, minimizing the initiation of displacement synthesis from extended right-end telomeres.

**Innsensitivity of the left-end hairpin to NS1.** Another interesting finding of this study is that the MVM left-end hairpin can be distinguished from its right-end counterpart by its inability to be cleaved and resolved in the presence of NS1. This result gives direct proof of a central postulate of autonomous parvovirus DNA replication models; i.e., the left-end inverted repeat does not constitute a replication origin in the hairpin configuration and needs to be copied in the form of a left-to-left-end bridge to be subsequently resolved at the multimeric RF DNA stage (1, 6, 17). The stem of the left-end hairpin contains a so-called bubble region exhibiting a mismatch of three (GAA) opposite two (GA) noncomplementary nucleotides. When extended and copied into a bridge structure, the left-end inverted repeat is cleaved by NS1 specifically on the GA side of the bridge that functions as a replication origin (21). The lack of specific replication initiation from the GAA arm (21) is extended by the present work to the left-end hairpin mismatch configuration that does not constitute an active RF origin either. This contrasts with the case of AAV, in which Rep-dependent hairpin resolution and RF replication initiation take place at both ends of the viral DNA (50), in keeping with the presence of the same telomere on either side of the AAV genome, while distinct left-end and right-end telomeres are characteristic of the parvovirus genus (6). Altogether, these data account for the above-mentioned flip and flop alternate configurations detected at both the left and right ends of AAV DNA but only at the right end of MVM DNA (1, 36), given that this sequence heterogeneity is a reflection of the hairpin transfer process.

**Covalent attachment of NS1 to in vitro-processed right-end telomeres.** NS1 was found to be covalently attached to the extended right-end telomere that arose from the in vitro processing of a cRF template, allowing the right-end terminus of 5’ eRF to be immunoprecipitated with NS1-specific antibodies under stringent conditions. Thus, our in vitro system reproduces the covalent binding of the NS1 protein to extended DNA termini that was shown to be associated with in vivo RF replication (18, 25) and cloned-telomere resolution (20). Likewise, in vitro resolution of closed AAV termini (28, 37, 49) and cloned MVM telomeres (14, 15, 20, 21) was reported to be accompanied by covalent attachment of Rep68 and NS1, respectively. The covalent attachment of NS1 to parvovirus DNA intermediates may perform various functions at the level of DNA replication, concerning, in particular, the formation and persistence of the nick. Our data argue for this possibility by showing that a mutation affecting tyrosine residue Y-210, which is necessary for NS1 covalent attachment to DNA (39), prevents the viral protein from resolving the cRF species in vitro. Interestingly, covalent attachment to DNA is an intrinsic feature of other site-specific nickases, like the gene A protein of bacteriophage ΦX174 (60). It should also be stated that covalently bound NS1 may take part in additional steps of the parvovirus life cycle besides DNA replication, such as progeny strand packaging (19).

**NS1-stimulated formation of dimer length RF DNA.** 5’ eRF DNA was found to be processed in vitro into dRF DNA in the presence of NS1. The two subunits of most in vitro-synthesized dRF molecules were connected through a left-to-left-end bridge, while a small minority (about 5%) of the dimers contained a right-to-right-end junction. A similar bias towards left-to-left-end bridges applies to dRF DNA isolated from infected cells (57). The initiation of dRF formation thus appears to take place mainly at the right-end terminus, under both in vitro and in vivo conditions. This is not unexpected, since most in vivo RF products containing a single terminal cross-link are closed on the left end and have an open, extended right-end terminus (data not shown). As stated above, this open terminus is assumed to fold back into a rabbit-eared structure, providing a hairpin primer for further copying of the whole molecule, leading to the generation of dRF DNA (55). It should be mentioned that the efficiency of in vitro reactions was low, as is apparent from our failure to reveal replication products by ethidium bromide staining. Therefore, to obtain significant production of dRF DNA, its immediate precursor, 5’ eRF, had to be used as the template. The cRF substrate, whose processing into dRF DNA was presumably rate limited by the additional right-end telomere extension step, generated dRF DNA in amounts that could be visualized in only a few experiments.

Our in vitro system sustained some formation of dRF DNA from a 5’ cRF substrate in the absence of NS1, but at a very low level that was hardly detectable. This NS1-independent reaction is consistent with a recent report of Cossons et al. (12) showing that the excised MVM DNA constituent of an infectious molecular clone can apparently undergo re-formation and elongation of a right-end hairpin terminus in the absence of NS1. A new finding of the present investigation is that dRF production from monomeric right-end extended molecules is strikingly enhanced by the addition of replication-competent NS1. A possible explanation for this stimulatory effect of NS1 lies in the known helicase activity of the viral product (64). This NS1 function may promote the initiation of dRF formation by allowing the extended right-end telomere to fold back into a rabbit-eared structure, and/or it may facilitate the elongation of the newly synthesized strand by enabling the replication...
complex to displace the parental viral strand. The involvement of the NS1 helicase activity in dRF production is supported by the failure of the NS1 mutant K405M to drive dimeric DNA synthesis in the in vitro assay. This mutation affects lysine 405, located in the nucleoside triphosphate-binding–ATPase domain of NS1 (38), and severely reduces the helicase activity of the protein (39). It is worth noting that the enhancement of dRF formation shows specificity for NS1. Indeed, no stimulation was observed when the simian virus 40 (SV40) large T antigen was substituted for NS1 in the in vitro reaction (data not shown). The SV40 large T antigen exhibits structural and functional homology with NS1, including a potent helicase activity (39). It is worth noting that the enhancement of the NS1 helicase activity in RF production is supported by the fact that the Y210F mutant, which is deficient in DNA nicking and covalent attachment but proficient in transcriptional activator protein NS1 binds directly to the transactivation region of the viral P39 promoter (39).

In conclusion, the assay presented in this report proved able to reproduce defined steps of MVM DNA replication up to the dRF stage under in vitro conditions. The analysis of these reactions provided experimental evidence for various assumptions made in current models of parvovirus DNA replication, in particular, with regard to the role of the regulatory NS1 protein in the processing of the right-end telomere.
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